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The Web of Science Group believes that open science/open
research initiatives will help science be more efficient, improve
research outcomes, and establish public confidence in science.

As a producer of publisher neutral resources, we are uniquely
positioned to provide data and services to help institutions
meet the goals of open science initiatives.
Our goal is to help institutions comply with funding mandates,
measure impacts, and improve research efficiency.

Web of Science
Our grant to Our Research
(Impactstory) has enabled
information providers like us
to present the various types of
Open Access, for researchers,
organisations and funders to
analyse.

We have also incorporated
Kopernio’s full text capabilities
(OA and subscription) into our
platform, while keeping it a
free browser extension for
everyone.
A Kopernio Institutional
Dashboard has been released,
to assist then with full text
access analysis.
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Web of Science
In 2015 we added the
Emerging Sources Citation
Index to be more inclusive.
This year we clarified our
journal selection process to
make it more transparent.

We continue to add data
curation, to ensure it is
reliable & suitable for analysis.
Examples are: Funder
unification; Organisation
unification; and the new
Author Records.
These enable funders,
organisations and researchers
to analyse initiatives and to
recognised for their efforts.
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Master Journal
List
This year has seen the launch
of a new version of the Master
Journals List, providing easier
access to information, via type
ahead search boxes and a
wide range of filters.
In addition there are profiles
for each of the journals,
containing general
information, full details on
Open Access, Peer Review
process and links to the
Journal Citation Reports for in
depth information.
Match Manuscript has also
been added.

Journal Citation
Reports (JCR)
This was redesigned in 2018
to provide a Journal Profile
and promote responsible
metrics, rather than just
focusing on the Journal
Impact Factor.
For transparency, we have
provided easy access to the
data that goes to make up
the Journal Impact Factor.

We also provide trend
metrics, country and
organisation contributions.
Open Access profiles will be
added later this year.

InCites
Benchmarking and
Analytics
Open Access status available
across the Web of Science
platform has been added to
InCites, with 12 indicators.
This makes it possible to
analyse Open Access of all
types: Gold or Bronze (free
content at a publisher's
website) and Green (e.g.,
author self-archived in a
repository).

OA Filters and Visualization
will be added this year. As will
the OA data to the APIs.
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The Data Citation
Index
The Data Citation Index
provides access to research
data and software, stored in
more that 380 repositories. It
indexes citations to the data
and promotes correct citation
of data. We also include “How
to Cite This Data” guidance
and have a whitepaper.

More that 95% of the content
is openly accessible.
We encourage anyone hosting
a data repository to submit it
for coverage, please send
details to:repository.submission@clarivate.com
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VIVO
Research producing
organizations can publicly and
openly display their
contributions using research
portals partly fed by Web of
Science data.

Research portals can be built
by organizations, or can be
open source, such as VIVO.
The Web of Science group is a
certified VIVO partner.
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Institute for Scientific
Information (ISI)
ISI maintains the corpus of knowledge
around research metrics, while
preserving its independent integrity.
Web of Science and related content,
products, and services are built upon
this.
ISI disseminates that knowledge
internally through reports and
recommendations, as well as
externally through events,
conferences, and publications.
ISI carries out research to sustain,
extend, and improve the knowledge
base. It also researches into new
bibliometric and analytical
approaches.

The Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) has been reestablished to extend the work of Dr. Eugene Garfield
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Coming in 2020
Editor Ethics

Publons
Our freely available platform
has linked up with Wiley to
put into place the first
automated, scalable
transparent peer review
workflow.
The model…

•
•
•
•

•

Is scalable and robust
Requires minimal work
from the publisher
Is a simpler process for
researchers
Provides reviewers,
authors and editors a
360° view of their
contribution
Is GDPR compliant
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Publons
The workflow gives authors
the choice, it is easy to turn
on, can adapt to single- and
double-blind peer review with
little change for editors and
journal teams and has the
potential to scale-up.

The publication in Publons
shows a review navigation
panel which provides links to
each of the steps in the review
process, from submission,
through each round of review,
to the final decision.
DOIs are provided for all
stages and each person can be
anonymous if they wish.
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Transparent Peer Review
Launch with
Clinical Genetics

Launch with 10 further,
multidisciplinary
journals

Currently 40 journals
across 4 publishers

September 2018

January 2019

Q4 2019

● Popularity
87% of authors chose transparent(sample of >2,000)
● Reviewer Acceptances
No meaningful differences.
● Time to initial decision
No meaningful differences on average (2 quicker by around 20 days).
● Editor behaviour
62% Editors declined to send manuscripts out, was 53% previously.
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Publons Academy
•

Learn the core competencies for
peer review (10 modules,
including Ethics) — developed
with world renowned researchers
and Nobel Prize winners;

•

Practice writing reviews, benefit
from exclusive guidance, access to
resources and examples;

•

Get endorsed from your very own
Publons Academy supervisor;

•

Receive an official graduation
certificate certifying your skills as
a master of peer review in your
field;

•

Free for individual researchers.

Additional Resources

https://publons.com/community/academy/

https://publons.com/benefits/publishers/transparent-review
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